A NECESSITY-BASED METHOD FOR PRODUCT REQUIREMENT ELICITATION AND CLASSIFICATION

Summary

A new necessity-based method for the elicitation and classification of requirements in the early phases of the product design process is presented. The purpose is to guide a design engineer through the process of requirement elicitation so as to compile a more appropriate requirement list and avoid under- and over-constraining a product.

The new method is based on the extended Form, Fit and Function approach. Its steps are derived from an in-depth analysis of literature sources. The applicability of the method is shown on a case study on residential solar panels. The method is validated by a case study on an air ventilation register box and by expert opinion.

The necessity-based method fills the gap in the well-established methods for requirement elicitation and classification. It gives an insight into which requirements are important for certain product. The elicitation part of the new method reminds a design engineer of important case-related requirements. The classification part helps establishing rules on mandatory requirements.
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1. Introduction

Definition of a necessary requirement

There are many ways in which a need for a requirement could be determined. Additionally, each product has an infinite number of possible requirements and sorting this infinite number of requirements based on necessity is a great challenge. In this paper, a necessary requirement is defined as a requirement that must be defined in the requirement list (RL). If this is not the case, an additional iteration of the design process occurs with the purpose of defining the missing necessary requirement. This additional iteration causes extra costs and results in longer time-to-market. Booker [1] found that such iterations take about 30 % of the whole product development time, which consequently means significant reductions in gross profits. In addition, it has been found that 80 % of requirement changes originate from design process causes and only 15 % of them are caused by customers [2]. Hence, a necessary requirement in the context of this paper is a requirement which should be defined in the earliest phases of the product design – on the one hand, it does not over-constrain the product, and on the other hand, its absence from the RL causes additional costs and work to the company.
Problems with requirement elicitation

Requirements are involved in every step of the product design process. The motive for developing a new product is usually the need or needs of a customer. These needs are expressed in the form of requirements. After the initial recognition design engineers use requirements as a frame by which product's features and properties are constrained. At the end of the design process initial requirements serve as benchmark to which the newly developed product is compared. The requirements, elicited during the early phases, are gathered and documented in the so called requirement list (RL). It is natural for some requirements (for example, some system requirements) to be defined at the very outset of the product design process. The customer requirements that initiate the process of product design are also known in this early phase [3].

However, not all requirements can be defined in such a straightforward manner. There are two important issues relating to defining the initial requirements: the under- and the over-constraining of the product. Under-constraining means not identifying and determining all the necessary requirements that are essential for the next phases of the product design. Chong et al. [4] name this problem over-framing and it is recognized and discussed also in [5, 6]. It occurs because not all the requirements that are present are also obvious, or because some requirements are so obvious that they are frequently missed in the process.

Over-constraining the product is also a recognized problem. Chong et al. [4] refer to it as under-framing and it means that a design engineer defines so many requirements at the outset of the process that there is little room left for alternative designs and solutions at later phases. This either leads to a sub-optimal design, or it suggests that the whole design process has already taken place, only informally and unsystematically [5]. Over-constraining the product in the early phases is a sign of the so called fixation on initial idea, which was observed and studied by researchers from different fields, for instance [7] for mechanical design, [8] for electronic engineering and [9] for architecture.

The reason for under- and over-constraining is often lack of experience of the design engineer. Designer novices may misinterpret signs and therefore may direct the design process into a sub-optimal direction [10]. A design engineer should pay attention to very different aspects of the product in different phases of its life-cycle. A typical example is designing and pricing a product simultaneously [11]. If the product design problem is ill-structured in early phases, this causes difficulties to less experienced engineers [12]. Hence, novices find it more difficult to obtain enough relevant information in the early steps of the process than their senior colleagues [13]. Nevertheless, the described problems can also be encountered by experienced design engineers. Although in the paper we state that the target group of the proposed method are novices, the systematic approach with clear guidance can also be a significant contribution to the work of more experienced engineers, who sometimes need a deeper insight into their product and its requirements (for instance to avoid fixation).

Literature offers some answers about under- and over-constraining. In [14], a hierarchical structure of the decision-making process is proposed, but no concrete methodology for tackling the problem is suggested. A transformation of a “real world” design knowledge representation into a structured Design Space Framework has been discussed in [4]. This model should be more applicable for further use. Some propositions have been made in the form of intelligent decision support for narrower fields, such as computer-aided design [15]. In requirements engineering (new software design) the use of the concept of personas is suggested [16, 17], but the application of this method in context of mechanical product design would be rather complex. Another method, suggested by software engineering authors, is Experiential Expression [18] but there is again the question of application to mechanical design. Therefore, an approach towards avoiding over- and under-constraining a new mechanical product is lacking in the literature.
Nevertheless, methods of effective requirement elicitation can be found in the literature. Requirements need to be elicited and negotiated at the product development outset [19] and special care needs to be taken to avoid or at least successfully resolve all the emerging conflicts [20]. Azadegan et al. [21] propose a systematic elicitation process, similar to requirement elicitation workshops and in [22] a system for automated requirement elicitation is proposed, both propositions from the software engineering point of view. Some guidance on choosing the requirements is given to design engineers in the form of sample checklists of topics that could be part of a RL for the new product, for example [5,7].

Some interesting classifications of requirements have been published. A classification according to product lifecycle phases is a part of the EIA-632 (1999) standard, intended for the design of greater systems [23]. It also includes the functional classification of requirements. A bare classification of requirements by product lifecycle phases was also adopted in [24]. The Kano diagram [25] classifies customer requirements into expecters, spoken requirements, unspoken requirements, and exciters. Dieter and Schmidt [3] divide requirements on the basis of the extent of design engineer’s options. Requirements are hierarchically classified into stakeholder requirements, system requirements, subsystem requirements and component requirements in [26]. Another hierarchical approach that could be undertaken prioritizes (already established) requirements using the first house of the Quality Deployment Function (QFD), i.e. “the house of quality” [27]. The QFD also suggests some ways of eliciting requirements, for instance via interviews, surveys, etc. There also exist hierarchical structures of requirements, reused in the design of a new product of a product family [28, 29].

It can be concluded that no effective answer to the question: “Is this requirement necessary for this product?” has been given yet. The examined classification methods mostly discuss the division of already elicited requirements and the elicitation methods do not focus on the content of the requirements. They hence offer guidance to the design engineer towards the elicitation of some requirements, regardless of their content, and after that guidance towards dividing them into groups with respect to different distinctions. But the question of relevance of the elicited and later classified requirements remains unanswered by the literature. That is why the main questions of our research were: “What are the necessary topics of requirements for this product?”, “How to know whether or not a product is over- or under-constrained by the RL?”, and above all “What is a systematic approach towards eliciting an appropriate RL?” As an answer to these questions we propose a method that groups requirements into necessary and optional requirements on the basis of a specific product definition.

In the next section, the definition of requirements that are necessary for all products will be tackled. Then, a method for narrowing requirements to the level of product-specific requirements will be presented. Optional requirements will also be defined. After that, the method for eliciting requirements according to necessity will be presented from the user’s (design engineer’s) point of view. To show the process in a more concrete manner, a case study on eliciting and classifying requirements for residential solar panels is presented. The method is validated by a case study on air ventilation register box design. The findings and possible future investigations are summarized in the Conclusion.

2. The new necessity-based method

2.1 Extended Form, Fit and Function approach

The Form, Fit and Function (FFF) is a well-established approach to assessing whether a new (different) part of a product affects the product as a whole or not. The concept was first introduced in 1970s within the U.S. Air Force for measuring acquisition and interchangeability of parts (it is well described, for instance, in [30, 31]. The part is typically a single component
that is a piece of a greater mechanical system (product). The effect of the part on the system is assessed from the points of view of form, fit and function. By form we usually understand physical properties which uniquely determine certain part, such as shape, dimension, weight and others. Fit are the attributes of the part that represent its ability to be integrated physically into the mechanical system, for example, the distances between part’s and system’s surfaces. In the context of FFF the function is defined as the action or actions that the part must perform under certain conditions, mostly determined by the mechanical system.

According to such definition the FFF approach has been applied to the processes of component design, for example, in the arms industry [32, 33]. ElMaraghy et al. [34] presented the geometrical interpretation of FFF in the form of manufacturing tolerances. Baker [35] described different obsolescence mitigation methodologies where FFF was the criterion of interchangeability of elements.

We employ the FFF approach for a slightly different purpose. We redefine the form, fit and function concepts so that we can establish a basic definition of a product. With the word “product” we now refer to any engineering design result – a single component or a system of components. Product does not need to be a part of some greater system to be able to be used in eFFF (as opposed to FFF). Therefore, we are going to extend the current view of FFF and name this extended approach extended Form, Fit and Function or eFFF.

In order to divide possible requirements into necessary and optional requirements on the basis of a particular product, some product definition needs to be introduced. Such product definition has to be set as generally as possible so as to provide a basis for our method to be applied to a wide variety of designed products. We find that eFFF is a sufficiently universal and, on the other hand, an increasingly specific approach for defining products and hence it can be used as the basis of the proposed method.

We extend the form, fit and function concepts as follows:

- form: As in FFF, form is a collection of physical properties of the designed product. Since all geometrical properties belong to the group form, the properties that describe geometrical fitting with other components or greater systems also belong to this group (and not to fit, as one could assume). We take manufacturing process as a subset of form, because the manufacturing process has a direct impact on geometrical properties (e.g. shape, dimensions, surface roughness, etc), physical properties (e.g. conductivity, density, etc) and mechanical properties (e.g. stiffness, strength, fragility, etc), namely:
  - flow of materials: The subset includes properties of the initial part of material (blank) and its transformations into the final product. It could also be viewed as the flow of materials along the production line (more about flow of materials in [36]).

- fit: In the new concept we divide fit into
  - fit people: This class contains properties that describe the interaction of the designed product with humans, including ergonomic and aesthetic properties, as well as evaluations regarding the intensity of contact and possible dangers for humans when interacting with the product - examples of properties are shown in [37, 38].
  - fit environment: Fit environment is similar to fit people. The difference is that in this set of properties the ones regarding the interaction of the product with the environment are considered. Some further examples of properties are described in [39].
  - fit economy: Properties herein describe the relationship between the product and the general economy and economy related issues (examples in [40]).
- function: The reinstated definition of function is relatively close to the original one. Properties included define the operations or intended actions of the product. We divide this group as follows:
  - flow of energy: In many cases the expected function of a product is to transform energy from one form to another. The properties observed herein usually consist of the input and the output form of energy and the intermediate transformations (examples in [41]).
  - flow of information: Similarly to flow of energy, the group flow of information includes the properties of the input and the output form of signals or information and their intermediate transformations.

Both flows are mathematically described (with examples) in [42].

We now clarify some terms, referred to in the above definitions:
- components of the product: From the structural point of view it is recommended that some autonomous properties are attributed to more complex or independent components – this applies mainly to properties that have different values for a component than for the product.
- properties: The properties are elements of eFFF that may or may not be used as requirements for a specific product.
- product lifecycle: Many of the properties have different values in different product lifecycle phases. Therefore, for some properties it is essential to state which product lifecycle phase (LCP) they refer to in order to be useful as product requirements. More detail on product lifecycle can be found in [43].

An important advantage of the eFFF product definition is its simplicity. A design engineer needs to provide very basic information to define a property. The complex properties are broken into lowest level components (e.g. input, output). This simplifies the product definition and subsequently minimizes the possibility of requirement ambiguity.

In order for the method to be applicable, some concrete and unambiguous guidance should be given on which requirements actually belong to eFFF. As stated, in eFFF, there are no requirements but only properties, that is, items that can be used as requirements – depending on the designed product and design circumstances. eFFF is the universal part of the new method for RL elicitation. eFFF properties are requirements, most frequently mentioned in the literature or in RLs in practice. We decided to analyse literature to extract properties that are usually recommended for inclusion in a RL. Many sources [3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 24, 26, 27, 34, 36-42, 44-49] were used for this purpose. Notice that some of the used references are general guides for design engineers (e.g. [3]) and the others are specific problem-oriented papers (e.g. [48]). Such a divergence in the used literature was employed in order to obtain a general and a specific view. We studied the listed sources carefully and we extracted the most generally used requirements. We qualitatively unified requirements with identical content and assessed weights for each requirement citation. After that, the weighted numbers of requirement citations were summed and requirements with the greatest sums qualified for eFFF properties. eFFF properties were finally refined with the help of expert opinion. We then sorted the properties by the groups of the eFFF structure and got the results, presented in Table 1 (the first three columns). We call the eFFF properties that are chosen by the user Universally Necessary Requirements (UNRs).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>eFFF properties connected to PSNR topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>eFFF</strong></td>
<td>PSNR topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
<td>flow of materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flow of materials other properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIT</td>
<td>fit people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fit environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fit economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNCTION</td>
<td>flow of energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flow of information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRANSACTIONS OF FAMENA XL-1 (2016)**
2.2 Universally Necessary Requirements (UNRs)

As shown in the analysis in the previous subsection, some requirements are defined for almost all new products. It does not mean that for an appropriate RL all the eFFF properties should be defined – if this is the case, the product is most probably over-constrained. It only means that the eFFF properties that are defined belong to the group of UNRs. These eFFF properties inherently and intuitively form a starting point of the systematic design. It is obvious that without understanding of what will the function of the product be and without having at least a general idea about the dimensions of the product (e.g. will they be measured in millimeters or kilometers) and without knowing whether or not people will be in contact with it, there is no point in progressing to the next stage of the design process (usually concept generation). And that is why it is reasonable to expect that at least some of the eFFF properties are defined in the early phases of the product design process (i.e. before the RL).

It is important to note that a product may consist of several fairly independent and/or complex components. Each of these components undergoes some changes through the product LCPs. Therefore, the values for the same eFFF property can be different for different components and even for the same component in different LCPs. When defining an UNR it is hence essential to indicate for each component in which LCP the value is valid. Clearly, UNRs can also be defined for the product as a whole. It is also necessary to check the applicability and relevance of each eFFF property, given in Table 1 for each component (including the product as a whole) and for each LCP (but as stated, not all eFFF properties should be defined as UNRs). That is the only way we can make sure that no necessary requirement from this group is missed in the process.

The UNRs indicate which elements of the new product are specifically important, at least from the design engineer’s perspective. They build the core of the following steps of this necessity-based requirement elicitation method.

2.3 Product-specific necessary requirement topics

In the previous section, the UNRs have been established on the basis of eFFF. Now, there remains the question: “Which requirements are necessary for the specific product being designed?” The new necessity-based method answers the question with the help of the UNRs. Each eFFF property (and hence the UNR) can be connected with certain topics of requirements. Because these topics lead to the recognition of product-specific necessary requirements (PSNR), we call them PSNR topics. In the method which is proposed, PSNR topics are the headings of Pahl and Beitz’s checklist [5]. The connections between the eFFF properties and the topics can be recognized intuitively or through experience. When we search for connections, we inherently ask ourselves the following questions: Does the eFFF property affect the PSNR topic directly? Does the PSNR topic affect the eFFF property directly? For example, it is obvious that the eFFF property Input Signals is closely related to the PSNR topics of Geometry, Material, Signals, Safety, Operation and Maintenance, but the connection between Input Signals and Recycling is not so obvious. In addition to the eFFF properties, LCPs can also be linked to specific PSNR topics in a similar manner. All the connections between the eFFF properties and the PSNR topics are shown in Table 1 (cells of the matrix containing a star symbol refer to a connection and white cells show that there is no direct connection). It can be seen that the PSNR topic of Material is connected to every eFFF property, which means that some implications about it need to be stated in the RL in any case. For other connections it can be said that the eFFF properties from the same eFFF branch are connected to similar topics.

Table 1 has been constructed on the basis of the connections, encountered in the literature and on the basis of expert opinion (experts from different fields of industry were interviewed). The appropriateness of the presented connections was validated by the PSNR
calculations for different products and by a later comparison of the calculated PSNR topics with the topics provided in real industrial RLs. It can be shown that Table 1 holds for very different products. The appropriateness of the positions of the stars was confirmed by an extensive analysis of industrial RLs, RLs found in literature and the resulting products (for the sake of brevity the details of the analysis are not presented in this paper). Hence, the shown connections are in the correct places for a wide variety of different products. Yet, if the method is to be used for an exactly known type of products (for example, a family of products or for variations of the same product), the stars in Table 1 can be optimized for that type. We expect most of the stars to stay as they are, though some of them might move in accordance with a specific product type. But, as stated, the presented connections are validated and valid for a broad range of different products and product types in general.

For the establishment of PSNR not all the topics, linked to UNRs, should necessarily be investigated further. It follows from Subsection 2.1 that the model of product requirements is built of components in different LCPs. Each component-LCP couple, as well as each LCP on its own, is connected to its PSNR topics. The described requirements model is shown in Fig. 1. In order to judge which topic is most likely an important topic of PSNR and thus worth investigating further, we group the PSNR topics by components and LCPs.

The weight of each eFFF property-PSNR topic connection is a reciprocal of the number of PSNR topics, connected to the observed eFFF property. The reciprocals are weighted by PSNR topics, so that the sum of weights for all eFFF properties for every topic equals 1. Say \( i \) is the eFFF property index, \( j \) is the PSNR topic index, \( x_{ij} = 1 \) when the Table 1 field for the connection contains a star and \( x_{ij} = 0 \) when it is empty. Then the weight of the connection \( w_{ij} \) is given by Equation (1):

\[
 w_{ij} = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{17} x_{ij} + \sum_{j=1}^{28} \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{17} x_{ij}}} 
\]

The weights are summed (only for the defined UNRs) for every topic. In that way one gets the importance of every PSNR topic. The main assumption, validated by the method testing, is: Topics with highest sums are important for the product and there exists a high probability that some requirements in relation to the content that belongs to the topic should be defined.

Grouping can take place, as described, at the lowest level (for each component-LCP couple), however, if a component-LCP couple only has for instance one UNR defined, then there is a possibility of grouping at a higher level, i.e. grouping by a LCP or by a component. This enables the user to concentrate on the PSNR topics, most relevant for the designed product and prevents him from losing the focus on possibly immaterial topics. It should be noted that the judgment on which PSNR topics to choose for further investigation is somewhat subjective. Some users would take into account, for instance, the three topics with larger sums or all the topics with the sum greater than 0.8, or all the topics with the sum greater than 0.75 times the maximum topic sum, or use some other evaluation approach. It can also happen that many topics have the same sums or that some irrelevant topics appear with rather large sums – in such cases some logical decision has to be made on which topic to choose. If the proposed method is integrated into a decision support system, this could be of help to the users that find this subjective part difficult to tackle (usually because of the lack of experience).
2.4 Product-specific necessary requirements (PSNRs)

Once the relevant PSNR topics are selected, some requirements with the related content should be defined. It is fairly obvious, which requirements belong to which PSNR topic. For example, it is straightforward that a requirement regarding product disposal is part of the Recycling PSNR topic. But, there are two issues arising from the observation of the distribution of requirements by PSNR topics.

Firstly, there are some requirements that belong to more than one PSNR topic. Such requirements should methodologically be included in all the related topics because the chosen PSNR topic must include the requirements that could potentially be important for the product. For example, toxicity of a material belongs to the topics Material and Safety and it should be included in both of them to remind the user that it might be necessary for the newly designed product that a requirement on toxicity is defined.

Another issue is that in order for the method to be useful in practice, the most probable requirements for each PSNR topic should be gathered. In that way the user can select a PSNR topic and then go through the gathered requirements to see whether or not any of them is applicable to his or her case. The risk exists that some important requirements are lost or missed in the process of gathering. If such a lost requirement is then not listed within the related PSNR topic, this could mislead the user into thinking that the requirement is not important or it could simply lead the user to forgetting to define the requirement. This means that the list of PSNRs, created for each PSNR topic, is informative, inherently incomplete (due to the infinite number of possible requirements related to each topic) and hence, non-exhaustive. We therefore wrap up the step of eliciting PSNRs with another checklist, or, more accurately, with a set of checklists – one for each PSNR topic.

The requirements of each checklist are gathered from different sources and should be updated with new sources and experience. The first suggestion of useful checklists is prepared and shown in Table 2 (only for topics Geometry, Assembly and Material for the sake of clarity and brevity). The checklist requirements were gathered in a manner similar to the one carried out when obtaining the eFFF properties. Literature sources [3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 24, 26, 28, 34, 36-42, 44-49] were analyzed again, and most of the encountered requirements were extracted. They were distributed according to the PSNR topics they are related to and there was no further refining. Some requirements were added according to the advice of expert (senior) design engineers.
Table 2 PSNRs corresponding to PSNR topics (partial)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSNR topic</th>
<th>possible PSNRs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>arrangement, surface treatment, connecting elements, number of components, sizes and shapes of components with regard to each other, space requirement, standard elements, size, height, breadth, length, diameter, tolerances, clearance, possible dimensions according to preferred material, product’s (component’s) own weight, standards, laws and patents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>installation, siting, foundation, changeability, possible component breaking during installation, standards, laws and patents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>preferred material, compatible materials, material properties, lubrication, component’s own weight, physical and chemical properties, auxiliary materials, prescribed materials, possibilities of production transformations according to the production rate, procurement possibilities, recyclability, danger to environment, waste of limited natural resources, standards, laws and patents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the step of determining UNRs has been completed, a design engineer needs to define also the requirements that are less general and more specific to the product that he/she is designing. These requirements are necessary, because they usually give a lot of information about the specific situation of the product production. If the main constraint is, for instance, the manufacturing factory, then some requirements will surely be elicited that give information about capabilities and possibilities of the factory in relation to the product. That is why such characteristics are denoted as PSNRs.

2.5 Optional requirements

Besides the UNRs and PSNRs, there exists another class of requirements in the proposed necessity-based requirement elicitation and classification method. These are the requirements that are not as general so as to belong to the eFFF properties and they also do not belong to the PSNR topics, chosen on the basis of the UNRs. They are usually explicitly stated by the stakeholders and are very important. Because they indeed need to be included in the RL, they are classified as optional requirements (OR).

When the process of defining the UNRs and the PSNRs is over, the design engineer check whether some other requirements, which do not belong to these groups, were elicited in the process. Such requirements could be some special features of the product, some innovations that distinguish the product from similar ones. Or they represent some other specialties regarding the specific product design.

3. Applicability of the new necessity-based method and under-/over-constraining controls

In the introduction, the traps and possible issues in the process of requirement elicitation are discussed. It is stated that the under- and the over-constraining of the product have been recognized and are serious problems. The proposed new necessity-based method aims at overcoming these problems by helping design engineers not to miss important requirements. It can be concluded that the engineers with greatest difficulties in this early step of the product design process are design engineers with lack of experience. This means that they are either inexperienced in general (mostly young design engineers who have just finished their formal education) or that the area of product design they are dealing with is new to them (for example, experienced design engineers who changed from designing one type of product to a completely different type, when changing a company or a department). The purpose of the method is therefore to guide a design engineer through the requirement elicitation process in a systematic manner that enables generation of a more appropriate RL.
For a design engineer the first step of this guidance, i.e. the first step of the new method, is to elicit UNRs. This is done so that the user works through the eFFF properties (described in Subsection 2.1 and Table 1) for each component and each LCP. The user first checks whether or not the eFFF property is relevant for a certain component in certain LCP. If it is not, he/she checks the next property and repeats the procedure until he/she reaches a relevant one. Every relevant property is defined by the user as an UNR.

Then the corresponding PSNR topics need to be found for each UNR (Table 1). The weights of identical PSNR topics that appear for a component and/or the same LCP (depending on the chosen level of grouping) must be added up. The PSNR topics with the highest sums of weights for the observed couple component-LCP or for the observed component or for the observed LCP need to be further investigated. Some judgment is required within this step.

In the next step, the recognized relevant PSNR topics are investigated with the help of (the full version of) Table 2. This means that the user checks through the PSNRs that belong to the PSNR topics, especially in respect to the observed component and the LCP (he/she can indeed be reminded of an important requirement for another component/LCP with the help of Table 2, which is positive). Some PSNRs are elicited from each topic.

The requirements that are explicitly stated in the early phases of the product design process (usually by stakeholders or by the design engineer himself) and which belong neither to the UNRs nor to the PSNRs also need to be written down. These are the ORs.

The last step is to write down a formally edited RL. It is a usual way to group all the elicited requirements by components and/or LCPs.

The method for requirement elicitation and classification based on necessity (and its background) is clearly shown in Fig. 2.

As stated, the requirements tend to change also in the later phases of the product design process. In case of changes, the use of the proposed new necessity-based method would be as follows:

Fig. 2 Method for requirement elicitation and classification based on necessity
- If the defined requirements stay unchanged and only their values are varied, then the method does not need to be used again.
- If the selected UNRs are different from the PSNR topics, they can be recalculated and the design engineer can find whether some new topics could be relevant for his or her product.
- If the PSNRs or the ORs are altered (added or removed) the RL should be re-checked for under- and over-constraining.

Therefore, the proposed method is also useful in the later phases of the product design process, especially when initial requirements for the product are re-discussed.

4. **Under- and over-constraining the product**

When the necessity-based method is incorporated in a decision support system, the controls for under- and over-constraining the product can also be implemented. In this case the user would be informed about under-constraining when:

- any of the Form, Fit or Function parts of eFFF is left with no requirements defined
- any of the calculated important PSNR topics is left with no requirements defined or
- a very small number of requirements is defined for the whole RL.

The user would be informed about over-constraining when:

- most of eFFF properties are defined as UNRs or
- a very large number of requirements is defined for the whole RL.

In this context, limits to “very small number” and “very large number” are set with respect to the usual number of requirements, defined in the industrial RLs that we studied. Mostly, the number of all requirements is around 10. “Very small number” is thus significantly smaller than 10 and “very large number” is significantly larger than 10. However, these limits should be adjusted according to the usual number of defined requirements for the specific industry branch (this number can vary from branch to branch).

Although under- and over-constraining controls are not an inherent part of the method for the necessity-based requirement elicitation, the proposed method offers the mechanism for measuring and testing under- and over-constraining. The method is systematic, which means that at each stage of the process (UNR, PSNR, OR), we the defined requirements can be counted and the appropriateness with respect to product constraining can be evaluated. Also, with the use of the method the existing real industrial RLs can be analysed and proper limits of under- and over-constraining that can be used for new RLs can be deduced.

5. **Case study and an illustrative example of practical application: residential solar panels**

5.1 The problem

The practical application of the proposed method is shown on an example of residential solar panels. The case study is based on the article of Chen et al. [50] in which the authors analyze customer preferences when buying solar panels. They compare the results of the revealed preference method with the results of a stated preference self-explicated survey. The revealed preference method was conducted using real market data from the California Solar Initiative database and the stated preference survey was conducted by using an internet survey of solar panel installers. The authors were not interested in which features and properties of
solar panels are important for their design. Instead, they were examining which features and properties were important to consumers when deciding to buy specific solar panels.

The results of the self-explicated survey show which features the consumers will inquire about when buying solar panels. We can hence use them, namely, the list of the most important consumer preferences to establish the spoken requirements for the design of solar panels in our illustrative case. The elicited requirements at the outset are therefore (top 5 attributes from the stated preference survey):

- **Cost**: Price per watt should be comparable with other photovoltaic panels currently in the market.
- **Aesthetics**: Shape and colours of the frame should stand out from competitive solar panels.
- **Warranty**: Warranty should be at least of length which is average on the market for competitive products.
- **Efficiency**: Efficiency at standard test conditions should be higher than the efficiency of other photovoltaic panels.

These are the spoken requirements, usually given to the design engineer by customer or marketing department. However, the study of Chen et al. [50] considers the product from the buyer’s point of view. The revealed (or stated) preferences clearly suggest which features of the product seem to be important for the end buyer and, consequently, which features design engineers should pay special attention to. However, the authors do not (directly) study the attributes that are important for the design of a solar panel. In addition to the customer spoken requirements, usually there are some other constraints for the design of a product that originate from the manufacturing company, available sources, logistical means, company’s time-frames, financial position and so on. In our case study these requirements (partly taken and adapted from the Attribute definition list in [50]) are the following:

- **ISO 14001 and IEC 61215 standards must be met.**
- **Panel packaging must not contain cardboard.**
- **The greatest possible panel length, available for the manufacture of cells and frames on the existing machines is 2 metres.**
- **Time-to-market should be less than one year.**
- **The manufacturing factory capacities include machines for the production of aluminium structural elements.**

The task of a design engineer is to elicit all the necessary requirements and construct an appropriate RL as soon as possible. Let us imagine that the design engineer in our illustrative case study is inexperienced in eliciting requirements and thus decides to use the proposed new necessity-based method for finding appropriate requirements.

### 5.2 UNRs

For establishing UNRs the design engineer first needs to consider whether or not the product consists of any relatively independent and important components. Because it can already be seen from the list of wishes that the frame is viewed somewhat separately, it can be said that the residential solar panel consists of cells and a frame. Therefore, the design engineer must work through the eFFP properties, gathered in Table 1, for the product as a whole, for the cells and for the frame (both components are shown on Fig. 3). It is most convenient if the LCPs are noted along with the UNR definition.
According to the situation described in the previous subsection and according to Table 1, the design engineer defines the following UNRs:

For the product as a whole:
- Product price: price per watt is less than for competitive products (LCP = sales)
- Deadlines: warranty is longer than the average on the market (LCP = operation)
- Dimensions: full length of a panel is less than 2 metres (LCP = production)
- Deadlines: time-to-market is less than one year (LCP = design)
- Target group of users: general public – home owners (LCP = sales, operation)
- Type of contact with people: people will see the product (LCP = operation)

For the cells:
- Fit with another component: possibility of installing multiple cells into the frame, cables for carrying electric current (LCP = design, production)
- Input energy: sunlight – power, according to the location of installation (LCP = operation)
- Energy transformations: photovoltaic transformation of radiated sunlight into electricity (LCP = operation)
- Output energy: electricity – voltage according to the quantity of installed cells (LCP = operation)

For the frame:
- Shape: the shape of the frame should be different from the shape of the frames of competitive products (LCP = design, operation)
- Dimensions: the greatest length is less than 2 metres (LCP = production, operation)
- Input material: aluminium (LCP = production)

5.3 PSNRs

Having the UNRs defined, now it is time to choose PSNR topics for further investigation. The design engineer again studies Table 1, now also the right-hand columns, containing the topics of interest. Just looking closely at the LCPs for which the UNRs are defined, one can see that grouping by components will be most suitable, because the
additional next-level grouping (by LCPs) would be pointless (mostly only a requirement or two would be defined for each group).

Six UNRs are defined for the product as a whole, four for the cells and three for the frame. The design engineer chooses to further investigate four highest sum topics for each component. As an example in Eq. (2), a calculation of the sum for the Cells component and the Assembly the PSNR topic is shown (the weights refer to the weights of the UNRs consecutively (as in Table 1), where the weight is 0 if the UNR and the PSNR topic are not connected):

\[
\frac{1 + \frac{1}{8} + \frac{1}{12} + \frac{1}{7} + \frac{1}{11} + \frac{1}{13} + \frac{1}{12} + \frac{1}{11} + \frac{1}{9} + \frac{1}{10} + \frac{1}{1} + \frac{1}{8} + \frac{1}{7} + \frac{1}{6}}{11 + 0 + \frac{1}{9} + \frac{1}{10}} = \frac{0.3020}{1.6381} = 0.1844
\]  

Having added up the weights of the PSNR topics the selected topics for the product as a whole are: Material, Signals, Production and Transport. For Cells the first eight topics have the same sum. The design engineer chooses the following from the set: Material, Safety, Energy, Operation. For the Frame component the first five topics have the same sum. The following four are chosen: Material, Forces, Geometry and Production. From the full version of Table 2 the design engineer then defines the PSNRs according to the selected topics:

For the product as a whole:
- (Material) All the chosen materials should have a total weight that can be carried by the house roof.
- Material prices should result in a competitive total product price.
- (Signals) Sensors should be built into the system to prevent overheating and other dangers for people.
- (Production) Production of the whole product should be environmentally friendly and in accordance with the ISO 14001 standard.
- Quality of production should provide a warranty that is longer than the average warranty on the market.
- (Transport) Packaging should contain no cardboard.

For the cells:
- (Material) Chosen material should be in accordance with ISO 14001 standard.
- (Safety) Cell design should have the IEC 61215 certificate.
- Cells should be designed so that the possibility of overheating, fire, electrical shock hazard and similar is minimized.
- (Energy) Efficiency under standard test conditions should be higher than the efficiency of other photovoltaic panels.
- (Operation) Cell operation should fulfill warranty obligations.

For the Frame:
- (Material) Aluminium frame should be insulated so that it does not carry the electric current.
- (Forces) Frame should be strong enough to carry the weight of the cells and its own weight.
- Frame should be attached to the house roof and withstand different weather conditions (e.g. strong wind, storms).
- (Geometry) Design should be different from the design of the frames already on the market.
- Existing frame patents should be examined.
- (Production) In the production the existing machines should be used. Design of the frame must enable the exploitation.

Obviously, during the PSNR elicitation procedure the design engineer would be reminded of many other PSNRs, which is the very purpose of the exercise. These additional steps are not specifically described in the paper as we wish to show here the main idea of the new necessity-based method. Most of the new requirements that were not determined at the outset of the design process are elicited exactly in this step, when the design engineer tries to gather the requirements of which he/she is reminded.

5.4 ORs

There is a requirement that has not been involved in the UNRs or the PSNRs, but it was specifically mentioned at the outset of the project:
- Aesthetics: Colours of the frame should stand out from competitive solar panels.

This is an OR. During the PSNR elicitation procedure, which would encourage the design engineer to collaborate with the stakeholders, some additional (unexpected) requirements would probably arise. Some of them would then have to be classified as ORs.

5.5 RL and method discussion

The last step of the method is the creation of the requirement list. The requirements, stated as initiators of the process, as well as the ones elicited in the process (mostly while defining the PSNRs), now need to be grouped by topics (most conveniently by the PSNR topics or by the eFFF structure) and written in the form of a RL. Grouping at this stage is done purely to enhance legibility and transparency of the RL.

One can see from the described procedure that some requirements are spoken at the start of the design process and the others need yet to be elicited. The quality and quantity of requirements, initiating the process, determine whether or not a great number of new requirements will need to be elicited in the later steps of the necessity-based method. If the initially spoken requirements (by the stakeholders) are scarce and poorly defined, then some new requirements will need to be elicited already when defining the UNRs and many more will be determined during defining the PSNRs. However, if the initially spoken requirements cover most of the essential initial information and are given in some systematic way, then the number of the necessary newly elicited requirements will be smaller. In our study, the spoken requirements were already refined to a certain extent as the most frequently stated consumer preferences [50].

This on-going classification of requirements can be seen from the described method steps. During the progress of the method, the requirements are automatically classified as UNRs, PSNRs and ORs. This can be of significant practical help when designing new similar products or it can be a theoretical guideline when analyzing the design process.

One of the advantages of the necessity-based requirement elicitation method, which can be seen from the example, is the initiative to organize the requirements by components and
LCPs. That makes further phases of the product design process clearer to the design engineer as well as to any RL reader. Clarity can prevent mistakes and exposes difficulties if they appear [5, 14]. Another advantage is that the design engineer is constantly reminded of different aspects of the new product. He/she is urged to define form, fit and function of the product (eFFF), which leads to broadening the PSNR topics that are related to the defined UNRs. In that way the design engineer is reminded of the requirements that could easily have been missed. The new method is very systematic. That enables guidance of the design engineer from the initially stated requirements towards writing the RL in an orderly manner, which is positive, especially for less experienced users that are not sure which steps to take and at which point to take them. It is also worth mentioning that the method is ready to be implemented in the form of a decision support system, which would enable even more user-friendly guidance to design engineers through the process of requirement elicitation.

When examining the method closely, it can appear as rather time-consuming. The eFFF process, the PSNR topic choosing step and the PSNR determination need to be undertaken for all the components, which can mean quite a few iterations. If the user is unaware of the fact that only few requirements from each step need to be defined, the method could also mislead the user into over-constraining the product. On the other hand, the user needs to feel enough freedom to add some PSNRs to the corresponding PSNR topics. As stated, the checklists in Table 2 are only informative because the number of possible requirements is infinite and it can never be achieved that all possible PSNRs are listed. It also needs to be noted that the method is not deterministic – some degree of professional judgment is still present, mostly when choosing between the PSNR topics with the highest sums.

6. Case study and method verification and validation: Air ventilation register box

Our problem is the design of an air ventilation register box for offices, bars and private houses that connects the air-conditioner outlet channel to the ceiling diffuser (Fig. 4 shows the final product and all the requirements from the original industrial RL for the product are shown in Fig. 5). It is mounted inside a ceiling and made of galvanized steel sheet. In the original RL, obtained directly from the industry, some other requirements are also determined.

![Fig. 4 Air ventilation register box](image-url)
6.1 Method validation on the basis of a real industrial case and expert opinion

To test whether or not the proposed necessity-based method truly leads the design engineer in the direction of creating a more appropriate RL, we compared the results of our method with a real industrial case and with expert opinion.

In the original RL four out of seven Form eFFF properties, three out of 13 Fit eFFF properties and one out of eight Function eFFF properties are defined (Fig. 5). The original RL hence fulfils the condition of at least one requirement from each part of eFFF being defined. This can be taken as a first sign of avoiding under-constraining. The above figures also tell that eight out of total 28 (29 %) eFFF properties are defined. From this fact it can be concluded that the product is not over-constrained until this point in the design process. The requirements that are not the eFFF properties but are defined in the original RL can be classified into the PSNR topics (the number of corresponding requirements is shown in brackets): Assembly (1), Production (3), Quality control (1), Schedules (1), Costs (1) and Operation (2). That shows good accordance with the calculated (Subsection 4.2) PSNR topics of the proposed method (weight of importance for the topic is given in brackets): Costs (0.73), Schedules (0.60), Quality control (0.53), Production (0.53) and Recycling (0.45). As can be seen, four topics coincide. That means that the method covers the topic selection process rather well. The requirements from the topics that differ are the ORs. The complete classification of requirements according to the proposed method is shown in Fig. 5. The defined requirements are also compared with the PSNRs, offered by the proposed method (examples are in Subsection 4.2). Three out of nine PSNRs and ORs are not offered by the proposed method, which means that these requirements should be included into the PSNR sets.
In general, the experts from the firm that designs and produces register boxes agreed that the method is a step towards increasing quality of RLs. They did notice that some more PSNRs could be offered. This would broaden the choice for RL authors and also remind design engineers of even more possible requirement options. However, there is some fear of over-constraining if the users of the method are not well informed that not all the offered requirements have to be defined. The experts feel that the method is not too time-consuming. These conclusions were obtained through interviews with experts.

6.2 Confirmation of positive contribution of the method

We were also interested in whether or not the method indeed simplifies and properly guides the requirement elicitation for novice design engineers.

The observed problem was the same as with expert design engineers. It was briefly described to 32 young design engineers (students of product design engineering), while the necessity-based method was not presented to them. They were then asked to answer some questions regarding the task of designing an air ventilation register box. First, they needed to choose which eFFF properties they would define. All eFFF properties are shown in Fig. 6, together with corresponding percentages of participants that evaluated them as important (light grey areas show the eFFF properties actually defined in the original industrial RL).

![Fig. 6 eFFF properties evaluated as important by novice design engineers (percentages in dark grey) and properties actually defined in the original RL (light grey)](image-url)
It turned out that one participant defined no property for the Function part of eFFF. When the method is implemented into a decision support system, this under-constraining issue can be avoided by suggesting to define a property for Function. Over-constraining showed to be a greater issue. 56% of participants defined more than half of the eFFF properties, which could impose a problem in the later phases of the design process. Again, in a decision support environment, the user of the method could be alerted of the possible over-constraining. Fig. 6 also shows that the novice design engineers placed some emphasis on the Signal flow and Fit people eFFF properties, which is not the case with the original RL. This confirms a significant distinction between the novice and the expert view of the product and hence confirms the need for addressing such issues. When participants were asked to write down some additional requirements that could be appropriate (PSNRs), they stated 1.75 requirements on average. However, when they were later given an extensive list of 146 PSNRs, on average 31.375 PSNRs were chosen. This clearly shows that novice engineers tend to miss many potentially significant requirements. However, offering many requirements could result in over-constraining. By integrating the method into a decision support system, additional controls and alerts can be implemented to avoid this problem.

7. Conclusions

In the paper, the need for guidance towards eliciting the necessary requirements to be included in the RL is presented first. The need stems from the fact that the product design process can be severely elongated, and hence more expensive, if some necessary requirements are missed when preparing the RL. In this case, usually another iteration of the process needs to be taken in order to establish the requirement in the later phases. We call this problem under-constraining the product. On the other hand, if the product is over-constrained in these early phases of the product design process, the later phases are too limited, which leads to a suboptimal product. Both problems are often connected to the lack of experience of the design engineer.

The new necessity-based method for requirement elicitation and classification is an approach towards avoiding such problems. The proposed method offers a framework for eliciting requirements in a systematic and orderly manner. The purpose of the method is to guide the user towards eliciting a more appropriate RL, i.e. with missing as little necessary requirements as possible. The first step of the method is to define some basic requirements, usually defined for all different products. The method offers 27 so called eFFF properties, which are proposed on the basis of the eFFF approach that takes physical properties of the product (form), connections of the product with its environment (fit) and operational properties (function) into account. Every defined eFFF property becomes an UNR and every UNR is connected to some topics of the PSNR (Table 1). Grouping the UNRs by LCPs and/or components of the product and adding up weights of each PSNR topic show which topics are most probably important for the observed LCP-component couple. The next step is to define some PSNRs from the calculated PSNR topics. Then, all undefined stated requirements are classified as ORs and the RL is written.

It can be seen that with the use of the method along with the requirement elicitation, requirements are also classified as UNRs, PSNRs and ORs. From the practical point of view this classification can help a company establish formal rules or guidelines on requirements that are essential and on who is responsible for supplying some particular piece of information. From the theoretical point of view such a classification is the basis for further investigation of the design process for similar and different products, for discussion on design situations in the early phases of the design process and for more accurate evaluation of the over- and the under-constraining of a product.
The nature of the method itself guides the user away from under-constraining the product. The purpose of the method is to remind the user of the requirements that are important for the designed product. Thus, all the steps focus on avoiding under-constraining. On the other hand, the comparison with industrial RLs yields the borders for over-constraining (Section 6). Once the proposed necessity-based method is implemented in the intelligent support system, these borders can be programmed to alert the user to possible over-constraining. Therefore, the method gives the basis for avoiding the over-constraining of the product.

The case study on photovoltaic panels was an example of the use of the new necessity-based method. The chosen case was topical and it examined the residential solar panel design with the help of a consumer preference study conducted by Chen et al. [50]. It exposed disadvantages, such as time consumption and the possibility of possible misleading the design engineer towards over-constraining the product, as well as advantages like guidance to avoid under-constraining the product, systematic way of eliciting requirements and possibility of incorporating the method in a decision support system. In the case study, all the main steps of the method are clearly shown.

The method was validated and verified by a real industrial case of the design of an air ventilation register box. It showed that the eFFF approach and the condition that all eFFF parts should be defined hold. It also confirmed that the proposed important PSNR topic calculation is appropriate. The appropriateness and contribution of the proposed method was also confirmed by interviews with industry experts. On the other hand, the method was tested by novice design engineers. The results showed that a significant share of issues with under- and over-constraining the product can be overcome by using the necessity-based method. However, in the part of the PSNR definition, some additional alerts to over-constraining could be implemented.

As stated, the existing methods for requirement elicitation mostly ignore the necessity and the content of requirements. There exist some informative lists of possibly important requirements, which do not guide the user through the requirement elicitation process. The requirement classification that we propose is also based on the requirement necessity and can be compared to existing classifications as follows in Table 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing classification</th>
<th>Classification criterion</th>
<th>Similarities to necessity-based method</th>
<th>Differences from necessity-based method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EIA-632 [23]</td>
<td>product’s function and LCP</td>
<td>LCP can be incorporated into the necessity-based method, product’s function is part of eFFF</td>
<td>discusses already elicited requirements, does not discuss necessity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weissman et al. [24]</td>
<td>LCP</td>
<td>LCP can be incorporated into the necessity-based method</td>
<td>discusses already elicited requirements, does not discuss necessity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kano [25]</td>
<td>customer satisfaction according to fulfilling requirements</td>
<td>most of Kano’s “required quality” requirements are part of UNR and PSNR and most of Kano’s “one-dimensional quality” requirements belong to OR</td>
<td>discusses only customer requirements – all other requirements (such as production or transport requirements) belong to “indifferent quality” requirements and hence ignores requirements’ necessity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dieter and Schmidt [3]</td>
<td>design engineer’s options</td>
<td>no apparent direct similarities</td>
<td>completely different aspect of requirement elicitation, discusses already elicited requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hull et al. [26]</td>
<td>product structure hierarchy (with stakeholders’ requirements on the top)</td>
<td>in the proposed method stakeholders’ requirements are also emphasized and the product is also structured into components</td>
<td>discusses already elicited requirements, does not discuss necessity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QFD [25]</td>
<td>stakeholders’ priorities, possibilities for fulfilment, market competition</td>
<td>in the proposed method stakeholders’ requirements are also emphasized, in both approaches the production methods are taken into account</td>
<td>discusses already elicited requirements, does not discuss necessity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the comparison it is clear that the classifications are complementary, since none of the existing classifications discusses the necessity of a particular requirement of a product.

A major limitation of the proposed method is that there are still steps that require certain extent of design engineer’s intuition (for example, choosing final UNRs and PSNRs from given topics, choosing the number of requirements at each stage). However, the paper also suggests general guidelines to be followed in these steps. Another limitation is dealing with over-constraining by counting the number of the defined requirements. In some cases a product can in fact be over-constrained with very few requirements defined. For such cases again, some design engineer’s rational thinking should be involved. With the use of the proposed method we also cannot claim that all the necessary requirements have been defined. However, we can say that the method reminds the user of some important and product-relevant requirements (or requirement topics) that are very likely to be missed or neglected, especially by design engineers with lack of experience.

Therefore, we can conclude that the previously stated research questions have been answered. We have established a systematic approach towards eliciting a RL, taking the necessity of requirements into account. We have also proposed a method for determining necessary requirement topics for a specific product by calculation. Additionally, we offered a frame for avoiding under- and over-constraining a product.

Further research on the topic is being done in the way of testing the method in practice (industry). The implementation of the method in the decision support system is currently in the process. This implementation will (among many other features) offer an effective tool for avoiding over-constraining the product, for which the theoretical frame was set in the research presented in this paper. Another direction which could improve the method, is also finding more appropriate eff properties, PSNR topics and PSNR checklists. The literature sources can be complemented by gathering expert opinions and observing the process in practice.

Indeed, it is possible to argue the pros and cons of specific parts of the new necessity-based method. However, the fact is that this method fills the gap between two well-established groups of methods: the requirement elicitation methods such as [21, 22] that tell the user little about which requirements need to be established, and the requirement classification methods, for instance [26], which classify already elicited requirements and do not answer the question of which requirements are necessary for the product and which are rather optional.
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